
 JUNIOR (WD)

One steward should be standing at the gate at all 2mes (in case the dog tries to leave the roped 
area)  Jobs can be done by any beach steward.  Decide a head of 2me who is doing what, . 

Call for next entrant:  
A. steward takes drop retrieve ar2cle to the kayak and tow-a-boat line to the boat.   
B. steward bring the bumper and take -a-Line Rope: unwind the rope and ensure it’s not tangled. 
C. steward be ready to take the leash from the handler.  Stand at gate 

Exercise 1. Controlled Walking and Recall 
B . Steward: While this exercise is being conducted: get the bumper and be ready for the start of 
the next exercise: 

Exercise 2. Single retrieve 
The handler will set up facing the water:  
B. Steward: When directed by the judge: hand the handler the bumper. Try not to let the dog see 
the bumper.  Approach handler from behind and on side opposite from dog with bumper behind 
your back. Return to staging area aLer delivering bumper. 
B  Steward: When exercise is completed, take the bumper from handler or beach and put in 
basket. 
C Steward: will serve as designated thrower, if needed. 

Exercise 3. Drop retrieve 
A. Steward: While this exercise is being conducted: get the Take-a-line and be ready for the start 
of the next exercise. 
B. Steward: Take the Drop Retrieve ar2cle back to the entrants gear basket. 

Exercise 4. Take-A-Line 
The handler will set up facing the water:   
A Steward:  Hand the handler the end of the line. 
B. Steward: When exercise is done, take the line from handler, coil it and put in basket. 
C. Steward: AT THIS POINT: MAKE SURE THE NEXT ENTRANT IS ON DECK 

Exercise 5. Tow-A-Boat 
A Steward:   ALer Tow-a-boat is completed, the boat will move out of test area.  This is a good 
2me to put the next handlers drop retrieve ar2cle in the kayak and tow-a-boat line into the boat. 
B. Steward: When exercise is done, Take the line from hander, coil it and put in basket 

Exercise 6. Swim with Handler 
C. Steward:  Stand by with leash 
When exercise is done, give handler the leash. (Be sure to walk out to the handler at the shore 
line, team will fail if the dog leaves the test area off leash) 

Call for next entrant: (repeat) 
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